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The Constitution: 
Why our Shared 
Values are 
Important




 Unprecedented Discussion of Possible Major Disruption of 
US Democracy.
 From Trump’s speculation on not respecting election result 
 Trump Pol Appointee calling for armed insurrection
 Public doubt of outcome: 39% not confident of fair election
 US version of Democracy depends on given level of 
shared values
 Constitution does not produce “shared values”: 
 What does?: 
 1) political practice & leadership does; 
 2) outside events do
Shared Values on 
Basic Importance of 
Democratic 
Governance
*Constitution makes many of 
these possible…but practice 
is key
Problems in practice 
 Polarization  view of other 
partisans as “enemy” and 
“bad” for country
 Elite Polarization: more severe 
and extreme  cues to public
 2020 Context of COVID & 
recession heightens tension & 
sense of stakes: Exhibit A = U.S. 
Congress
Pew 2017 Study: Support for Democ: 
51% described 
themselves as 
“dissatisfied” with how 
American democracy is 
working, 
46% of Americans open 
to forms of government 
other than representative 
democracy, including 
rule by a strong leader or 
by groups of experts.
Polarization: 
views of the 
other…
“Strength” of US 
Democracy:
Historical Rating
How important are shared values 
to “improving” our Constitution & 
democracy: very important, but..
Biggest gains come from 




Views of Political Science & 
related experts on how well 
democracy functions
-- “Fully/Mostly Meets”: 1st
amendment principles
-- “Does not/Partly” Meets: 
shared values???
Scale created from these Items
